Jonathan Wyrtzen’s *Worldmaking in the Long Great War* is an ambitious book that makes three big “interventions” (12). Wyrtzen argues that for the entire Middle East and North Africa (MENA) and adjacent areas, the years 1911–1934 formed a three-phase single period called “the Long Great War,” and that the political outcomes (including borders and political systems) resulted from repeated local-colonial warmaking rather than from European colonial impositions. In his words, he uses “a wide-angle frame resembling… [that of] Fernand Braudel” (13) as he “fundamentally rethink[s] the origin story of the modern Middle East” (18), to *inter alia* correct the “obvious but overlooked fact…that [wartime and early postwar European] maps and treaty terms” like the 1916 Sykes-Picot agreement “did not translate directly into reality” (7).

The basic idea underlying this book is important. Our understanding of the past is advanced by rethinking periodization, and in that sense, Wyrtzen should be applauded. Also, it is indeed possible that the “Long Great War” argument is onto something: it can be seen as war-focused part of a growing literature on Ottoman legacies that has for the last two decades been arguing that late Ottoman structures and issues affected post-Ottoman life. And *Worldmaking* contains interesting points, which will be highlighted throughout this text. All this being said, *Worldmaking* does not deliver on its larger promise given that it does not engage historiographically with the work of many other scholars (my work offers a rare exception of sorts [12]), and contains methodological and conceptual issues: three problems that will be treated in turn in what follows.

---

1 The book touches on “the northern shores of the Mediterranean and Black Seas, the Caucasus, Afghanistan and the Indian subcontinent, the Arabian Sea and the Gulf of Aden, the Horn of Africa, and the Sahara” (13).

Worldmaking is not historiographically situated in the literature of key scholarly fields, including its core subject matter, the MENA literature. Concerning warmaking and (colonial) violence, the introduction names five scholars—Charles Tilly, Adom Getachew, Benedict Anderson, Michelle Campos, and Bedross Der Matossian (19-21)—but does not engage the lively debates in this field, and does not explain how the book is positioned vis-à-vis the few MENA-related works on violence that it cites. Likewise, Worldmaking leaves undiscovered the work of the many MENA historians who have studied in detail how post-World War I MENA borders and politics were co-built by local actors rather than just created by European fiat, which is one of the book’s core arguments. Regarding the Mandates, to take one MENA area, almost a decade ago, in a detailed historiographic overview, Andrew Arsan and I noted that “[W]hereas a majority of first-generation Mandate historians focused on the state, in the last quarter century, most studies” have focused on “interactions between the Mandate state and societal groups.” It is hard to square this with the assertion that “the record of local political agency” has been “eras[ed]” (xv). To be sure, the book acknowledges that “nuanced studies do focus extensively on local rather than colonial actors, emphasizing the roles of various elite and non-elite groups including urban notables, nationalist movements, the middle class, workers, rural resistance movements, refugees, peasants, women’s groups, or Islamists during and after the war” (16). But it neither cites individual works nor discusses the scholarly conversations they have spawned. Similarly, while the book’s preface and introduction make repeated statements to the effect that relevant scholarship exists, the most those statements do is name four senior scholars in one single sentence without engaging their arguments (12). The very paragraph in which Wyrtzen acknowledges that his “comparative and synthetic analysis” (26) must “rel[y] on and hopefully highlight the invaluable work of past and present scholars” (26), does not name or cite any work.

The claim that this book “revises the Sykes-Picot standard narrative” (14-18) exaggerates the way in which specialized texts and best-selling introductions to MENA history treat the 1910s–20s. It is certainly true that some scholars do talk about border artificiality in the mashriq—and here, it needs to be highlighted that Wyrtzen is entirely right: those borders ended up not quite being artificial. However, many scholars have made this point before. On a related note, Wyrtzen’s narrative underplays the relationship between the wartime European agreements to the final borders in postwar mashriq. Yes, the Sykes-Picot map’s vague

---

3 Although Wyrtzen is a professor of history, sociology, and international affairs, it is the MENA historical literature that matters to his arguments, and the book’s historiographic engagement hence should be evaluated by how it treats this literature. The book only rarely cites sociological works (e.g. 19n24).


8 Wyrtzen, Worldmaking, xi, para 2; 9, para 2; 10, para 3; 12, para 1; 13, para 2; 16, para 2.

9 Wyrtzen, Worldmaking p. 12, para 1. Otherwise those statements include one single endnote with two-three works (xi, para 2; 13, para 2) or no references or endnotes at all (9, para 2; 10, para 3 (no endnote on MENA history); 16, para 2).

10 See for example, the special issue of International Affairs 93:4 (2017).
borders obviously did not correspond to the final postwar borders. What did correspond, however, were the map’s general areas of control or influence. Britain did end up controlling Mesopotamia (including Mosul), Transjordan, and Palestine (all of it, not only southern Palestine and Haifa, though), and France did end up controlling Lebanon and Syria (without Mosul and southeastern Anatolia, though). This overall correspondence between the 1916 map’s areas and the postwar mashriq is unsurprising given that those 1916 areas reflected European interests predating World War I. Britain wished to secure the lands between Egypt and India, and France desired an economic and cultural say in what it came to call La Syrie française. As Rashid Khalidi stated thirty-five years ago, with only some exaggeration: “the war-time territorial partition of the [Ottoman] Empire by the imperialist powers formalized in the Sykes-Picot accords was prefigured by an informal pre-war economic partition.” As importantly, few scholars claim that wartime and early postwar European “maps and treaty terms…translate[d] directly into reality” on the ground (7). This may be true at the “popular level,” the book’s illustration being John Oliver’s The Daily Show, and in some “policy-oriented” texts (xiv). But it is not true for “academic interpretations” (xiv). While Wyrtzen includes a long quotation from David Fromkin’s A Peace to End All Peace, which was published 34 years ago (16), to buttress his point, best-selling contemporary introductions to modern Middle Eastern history sound entirely different.

A point on primary sources. Most scholars, including myself, do not expect big-argument books to draw heavily or at all on primary sources. This is neither necessary nor possible: the ground to cover is too large. Thus, it is very praiseworthy that Wyrtzen does use primary sources, including archival material from Spain (especially in chapter 5) and Italy (especially in chapter 6) that one rarely encounters in Anglophone books on modern MENA. However, the statement that the book “draws on a targeted set of primary source material spanning Spanish, French, Italian, and British colonial archives; European and Arabic newspapers, journals, biographies, and pamphlets; and less traditional local sources including songs and poetry” (26), while

---

12 Likewise, few really suffer from “the Mashriq myopia … [that] leaves a host of questions unanswered … for all the other areas of the Middle East region” (18). Think of a classic text written almost forty years ago: Iliya Harik, “The Origins of the Arab State System,” International Spectator 20:2 (1985): 20-32. Or consider the fact that best-selling introductions to modern Middle Eastern history include separate chapters or chapter parts on postwar statistemaking in newly colonized areas, especially the mashriq, in older areas under colonial control such as Egypt, and in countries that defended their independence, especially Turkey and Iran: James Gelvin, The Modern Middle East: A History 3rd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), 184-195, 196-207; Betty Anderson, A History of the Modern Middle East: Rulers, Rebels, and Rogues (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2016), 201-221, 222-237.
13 Here are three examples. “Starting in 1915, the entente powers began negotiating secret treaties [like the 1915 Constantinople Agreement] that pledged mutual support for the territorial claims made by themselves or their would-be allies… what makes the Constantinople Agreement important is not what it promised. What makes the agreement important is that it established the principle that entente powers had a right to compensation for fighting their enemies and that at least part of that compensation should come in the form of territory carved out of the Middle East. Other secret treaties soon followed: the Treaty of London, the Sykes-Picot Agreement, the Treaty of Saint-Jean de Maurienne. All of them applied the principle of compensation… Britain not only initiated or signed on to secret agreement, it also made pledges to local or nationalist groupings… While the secret treaties and pledges set a number of diplomatic and political precedents, they were relatively ineffective in determining the postwar settlement. … The mandatory powers had absolute administrative control over their mandates. They could sever and join the territories under their control as they wished… Even [so], implementing the mandates system was not as easy as planning it’: Gelvin, Modern Middle East, 186-188, 191 (my italics). “The years between 1918 and the early 1920s saw the emergence of the modern states of Iran, Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and Egypt, ushered in by European fiat and local action’” (my italics): Anderson, History, 199. “By the time Britain and France reached the [1920 San Remo] peace conference, the Sykes-Picot Agreement had been overtaken by events. Most importantly, the Bolshevik Revolution had led to the withdrawal of Russia’s claims on Ottoman territory. … The British position had changed in many ways since 1916 as well.” Eugene Rogan, “The Emergence of the Middle East into the Modern State System,” in International Relations of the Middle East, ed. Louise Fawcett (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 31 (my italics).
impressively true for European texts, is not so for Arabic texts. The endnotes contain only two Arabic primary sources that are used in the original (265n26; 273n1).

In terms of its methodology, Worldmaking has two issues. While (to my mind) “the Long Great War” is a particular heuristic device that is useful to interpret certain aspects of the past, in this book it seems to be tantamount to general empirical reality. That is, Wyrtzen’s Long Great War includes as well as explains all cases of MENA warmaking (and resulting border- and polity-making) from 1911-1934; and vice versa all those cases form the Long Great War. The narrative does not unpack what the Long Great War can and cannot explain, or what it makes us see and overlook.

The second issue concerns the question how we know that the book’s individual warmaking cases indeed form a MENA-wide systemic pattern. Wyrtzen holds that those cases are “deeply connected” (xiii) and that they form an “interconnected system” (13, also e.g. 256). And the book indeed keeps asserting those cases’ diachronic and synchronic connections in order to posit their MENA-wide systemic relevance, i.e. to postulate the existence of a singular pattern called the Long Great War. But the primary and secondary sources are used to document individual cases only, not their connections. Put differently, while the posited pattern may well have existed, the book does not substantiate it. Relatedly, while case variations are at times identified, they are not explained, and there is no discussion of how dissimilar local conditions may have factored in them.

There are ways to have demonstrated synchronic and diachronic links and variations, including a combination of two basic approaches. The first involves extensively using primary sources to provide a rich, complex history in which actors “speak”; the second entails the reading of a plethora of secondary sources with and against each other to identify multi-case patterns and variations. As noted above, the first approach would have been difficult given the large writ of this book. This leaves the second approach—and here, the book’s lack of engagement with the historiography means that the cases in the book are not connected.

This methodological problem is least apparent in Part I, “Unmaking the Greater Ottoman Order,” because in the two chapters, which covers the years c. 1911–1918, the Ottoman Empire still existed: it was a single polity whose many fronts (like the 1911–12 War in Libya and the 1913 Balkan War) were self-evidently interconnected. Even so, the connection problem is manifest. Also, a terminological-geographical framing device helps Wyrtzen assert the unity of military-political theaters. The title of Part I postulates a “Greater Ottoman Order,” a single “system stretching from the neighboring Alawite realm in Morocco to the Qajar Empire in Iran” (33). This bold claim is in need of clarification.

The methodological problem of substantiating case connections to demonstrate a MENA-wide pattern comes fully into focus in Parts II and III, i.e. chapters 3-6. It is tackled in two ways. One way is to highlights the fact that cases happened around the same time: synchronicity is used to assert connectivity. In chapter 3, for example, revolts in Iraq are said to have happened in “parallel” and “in tandem” with events in Syria (116); chapters 5 and 6 do the same. The other way is to posit specific similarities or differences between

---

14 Other than these two sources, both of which are memoirs, there is one Arabic memoir quoted by another scholar (281n64); one Arabic newspaper article cited in a British archival source (285n42); three poems that seem to be originally in Tamazight and that are included in a 2002 Moroccan website reproducing poems in French-transliterated Tamazight and in French translation (279n30/34/35); and a Kurdish poem included in a 2014 Turkish-language book (282n11).

15 Wyrtzen asserts, but does not demonstrate, what likely was true: that Italy’s 1911 attack on Ottoman Africa, in present-day Libya, was linked to the 1911 Franco-German Second Moroccan Crisis. He states that Italy had “secured the tacit approval of the other European powers” (44) to attack Libya; and that this happened “as French and German negotiators” (44) solved their crisis.

16 Chapter 5 invokes “nearly synchronic Kurdish, Riffi, and Syrian jihads” (172); notes that “during the same three months Said’s revolt peaked in Turkish Kurdistan, the League of Nations Mosul Commission was in the field”
individual cases. This is apparent in chapters 3 and 4. But similarities, however interesting, do not equal connections. And while Wyrtzen’s notes on differences and variation very usefully help structure the narrative, one misses an explanation of these differences, i.e., why they existed, and how the answers affect the overall pattern posited. It is likely that local conditions, including such that predate the 1910s, may often be involved—something Wyrtzen sometimes very usefully mentions, for example regarding the Sanusi network (139, 227).

It should be stressed again that the basic idea underlying the book—the re-periodization of the Great War—is important, and that case connections may well have existed. Wyrtzen quotes a primary source originally used by Eugene Rogan to show that Syrian rebels in 1925 were thinking about the Rif in Morocco (206n64). But both case connections and the overall pattern those cases form need to be demonstrated and explained.

Finally, a note on the book’s conceptual issues, with a focus on warmaking and its relationship to state-making, which are central to Worldmaking. One concern involves periodization. The book does not explain why in most MENA areas the Long Great War seems to have ended much earlier than in others. Put differently, why do wars in the Cyrenaica, Arabia, and Turkish Kurdistan c. 1927–1934—the individual cases for those years—mean that the Long Great War lasted into the mid-1930s in all of MENA? The reasons for this generalization are not clear. Nor is it clear why, if the time frame extends to the 1930s, one ends in 1934, yet includes a note on the 1937–38 Dersim Revolt (226–227), while excluding the 1936–39 Palestine Revolt, which in the interwar masārīq was the longest mainly peasant-driven revolt—one that aspired to change the very structure of Mandate Palestine.19

There is also a vast literature demonstrating how local and national MENA groups helped shape interwar colonial states outside warmaking. It is unclear how the book’s focus on warmaking as a key to state-making relates to that literature in general;20 and, more particularly, to the literature that has shown how various

(186); stresses that “[A]t the same moment the Turkish Republic was buffeted by Kurdish uprisings … the French col state in Morroco was shaken” (188); and emphasizes that “At this very moment of the Rif War the French were blindsided…by a massive uprising in the Syrian Mandate” (199). Chapter 6 notes that “[A]t the moment Ibn Saud faced civil war…the Turkish Republic was also dealing with a significant internal threat” (218); stresses that “[I]n the early 1930s the last vestiges of local political autonomy were also stamped out in Northern Africa” (218 [my italics]); and concludes that “[I]n the late 1920s and early 1930s, three more synchronic conflicts across the greater Middle East among rival political visions climaxd in the final phase of the Long Great War” (247).

17 Wyrtzen, Worldmaking, e.g. 119, 122, 133, 137, 139, 148.
20 Regarding the Mandates, Schayegh and Arsan argued in 2015 that “[W]hereas a majority of first-generation Mandate historians focused on the state, in the last quarter century, most studies” have focused on “interactions between the Mandate state and societal groups”; “Introduction,” in Routledge Handbook, 9, which analyzes a large number of studies; for the entire historiography section, see 5-14.
Ottoman traits deeply shaped the 1920s (and, to some authors, the 1930s). Relatively, one wonders how the book is positioned vis-à-vis the equally vast secondary literature on border-making, including the role of local actors. Here, two literatures are especially noteworthy. One shows how local-national demands helped legitimize borders of the units France and Britain created. The other one studies how variably local actors helped influence border demarcation, shaped how borders were actually lived and experienced, and hence influenced how post-war politics functioned.

In addition, the reasoning behind the book’s focus on open rebellions and warmaking, rather than more low-level endemic local-colonial violence, which helped form states, too, and on which there is a considerable

21 Wyrtzen, Worldmaking, 12, names “Zürcher, Philliou, Schayegh, and Provence” in one single sentence without explaining what they say or how his argument differs. Neither does he address introductions like Anderson, History, 201, who sees postwar “state formation [occurring] between 1918 and the early 1930s … in Turkey, Iraq, Lebanon, Syria, Egypt, Transjordan, and Saudi Arabia.”
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MENA literature, for example on tribes, peasants, or “banditry” and related phenomena e.g. in the Syrian-Turkish borderlands, are not outlined. The narrative does not discuss these literatures and their arguments, even though Worldmaking is described as “centering rural history” (14). The book’s focus—in this case, on full-scale rebellions—is legitimate, but not explained.

Further, Worldmaking combines cases of “local” warmaking with colonial governments with cases where “locals” fought the Turkish and Iranian nation-state governments and the nascent, rather tribal Saudi state. While treating all these cases together is in principle an interesting move, it also is really complex and in need of conceptual reflection. Wytzten very usefully suggests a possible empirical connection when he notes similar state tactics such as the use of air power (e.g. 31, 194, 197, 207, 211, 224). Left unexplained are what such similarities signify, and whether it matters that they existed beyond MENA, too. These questions are not solved by an invocation of Turkey’s “internal colonization” and by the note that the latter happened at the same time as other “colonial state-building projects in the region” (171).


27 Such connections beyond MENA have been traced for instance for Palestine (influenced by policies first developed in India). E.g. Gad Kroizer, “From Dowbiggin to Tegart: Revolutionary Change in the Colonial Police in Palestine during the 1930s,” Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History 32:2 (2004): 115–33.
Last, however interesting warmaking cases are in and of themselves, Wyrtzen claims is that they were key in shaping MENA polities. As such, the book ought to show not only (and in fact not so much) what happened during warmaking, but how warmaking affected a country’s political system after warmaking was over.

In conclusion, the objective that drives Worldmaking—the re-periodization of the late Ottoman and early post-Ottoman MENA—is a praiseworthy one. While the book does not substantiate a MENA-wide Long Great War, and does not “retell the origin story of the modern Middle East” (vii), it is a useful enumeration of individual military-political cases of warmaking in different parts of MENA from the early 1910s to the mid-1930s.
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